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By the Narrow Margin of 11
to 10. An Exciting Game.
Eleven purple - clad heroes,
with the relief guard and rooters
fresh from a line of well-earned
victories, trotted triumphantly
down Dudley Field. Six minutes later pandemonium reigned
over on the black and gold
bleachers and the Varsity were
wondering what hit them. Vandy had crashed and plunged
through Sewanee's line and
crossed the goal. Then Sewanee seemed to realize that she
was up against it, and resolved
•to do or die.
A spirit of listlessness marked
Sewanee's play all through the
first half, and not until the second had well advanced did the
Varsity shake off the lethargy
and demonstrate their aggressive qualities. We fumbled, we
ran high, and we tackled higher,
and on more than one occasion
a Vanderbilt man was seen
charging down the field with
three or four Sewanee men
clinging to his collar and trying
to coax him to mother earth.
Vanderbilt surprised herself and
astonished us. We expected to
win but (.id not anticipate a
walkover, and when Vanderbilt
began to employ her charging
methods we saw that we had a
hard game before us. Had the
gold and black played Carolina
as they did Sewanee that score
would have been undoubtedly
smaller, and the one in hand
would have been larger, for we
would have realized our opponents' strength. Sewanee was
crippled, though, after the hard
brush with Nashville, and a few
of the men went into the game
in a bad physical condition.
Boiling's grit was all that carried him through, and the backs
were not in the best of condition.
Pearce is still entitled to the
crown. He is a hero. With
practically only one arm he duplicated his Carolina exhibition,
and, in addition, saved the da}'
for Sewanee.
Black was right there, too, and
if the eleven had emulated his
example there would have been
another tale to tell. The line
seemed to be off-color, and most
of Vanderbilt's plays were aimed
in that direction. The back trio
did not assist the line as was
their duty, and Vandy simply
walked down the field. Sewanee's punting was not up to the
standard, which was partially
due to the tactics that Vanderbilt was employing in knocking
down the Sewanee punter after
the ball had left his foot, and
Coach Suter called the umpire's
attention to this fact on more
than one occasion. Sewanee
ran back punts well, and in the
second half played football for a
few moments. Kilpatrick's place
kick from the 40-yard line was
one of the prettiest plays ever
witnessed on a Southern gridiron, and gave Sewanee the
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solid hammerings on the line
and a 40-yard run of Simmons,
the yellow and black jerseys
cover the distance to the coveted
goal line, and Jenkins makes
the score.
On the punt—out
for a better chance to kick a
goal, the ball is muffled, and
this lucky chance saves the
SECOND HALF.
game for Sewanee.
In the second half Sewanee
Only iS seconds of play reknew
it
was
up
to
her
to
play
mained.
Sewanee kicks off.
T. S. PARROTT.
better ball, and for a while she Vanderbilt returns it, and SimFollowing is the game in de- does her duty. Vanderbilt kicks kins makes a free catch. Time
tail :
off 40 yards, and Seibels returns is called, will) ball near the cenVanderbilt wins toss and ! it 10. He makes <] yards on a ter of the field. Score: Sewachooses south goal, with a stiff quick opening, and Kilpatrick 5 nee 11, Vanderbilt 10.
breeze in her favor. The whis- on a mass on tackle. Seibels
LINE-UP.
tle blows and Sewanee kicks off fails to gain, and Simkins, who
Vanderbilt.
Sewanee.
does
the
kicking
in
the
second
Ilowell
C
Poole
40 yards, only six of which are
Johnston
L.
G
Phillips
half
and
has
wind
to
help
him,
gained back by Fuegler. VanHughes
R.G
Claiborne
derbilt rushes our line success- punts 60 yards. Edgerton re- Jenkins
L,T. . . .'. Kirby-Smith
fully for several downs and turns the ball 25. Vanderbilt Booth
R.T
Boiling
Q
Wilson
makes a long punt which goes immediately returns the punt for Barbee
Fugler
L.E
Pearce
30
yards,
and
Simkins
kicks
over Seibels' head. He falls on
Simmons
R.E
Black
it and makes a touchback. The again—this time for 50. Pearce Davis
L.1I
Kilpatrick
R..H
Seibels
ball is brought out to Sewanee's i downs his man prettily. Van- Edgerton
Suter
20 yard line. Vanderbilt, by a derbilt loses three yards on first McDonald
F.B
Simkins
series of tackle-back plays car- down, Simkins breaking through
Officials—Rowbotham and Bullett.
Time of halves—30 minutes.
ries the ball straight down the in fine style. Vanderbilt punts
field to the consternation of the 30 yards and "Ditty" recovers
onlookers and the team itself, 15 of them, with a pretty use of
[Communicated.J
and Edgerton makes a touch- the straight arm. Wilson makes A Plea for Science as a Practidown through right guard, in 5 15 yards on the quarterback
cal Basis for Collegiate
minutes of actual play. The trick, and Boiling 3 round tackle.
Instruction.
play was so fast and the surprise Seibels tears things up around
More science is the Universiso great that the team hardly ap- left end for 25 yards, and Sewanee
gets
down
to
svvork
for
a
ty's present need.
peared to take it in that VanderThe Mountain has echoed and
bilt had made five points in as touchdown. Seibels gets 3 by a
many m i n u t e s .
McDonald quick opening, and Simkins hits re-echoed with the burden of a
the line for 4. Kilp.Urick gains new Grammar School, a promissed the goal.
3
on a quick opening, Seibels 3 posed new chapel, repaired roads,
Sewanee kicks off 40 yards
on
a mass on tackle, and a gymnasium and a swimming
and McDonald regains 7. He
then punts 35. Sewanee fum- Kilpatrick goes through the pool ; but the public conscience
bles and Vanderbilt gets posses- line and over for a touchdown. has not yet awakened to the desion of the ball. They fail to He f u m b l e s the ball and mand for new laboratories and
gain and punt 40, 20 of which Pearce falls on it, making Se- an enlarged corps of instructors
are regained by "Ditty." Sewa- wanee's live points safe. Kil- in the scientific schools. And
nee gets three yards through the patrick kicks goal. Time, 8 yet it is a matter of vital imline, and then "Ditty" kicks 30 minutes and 50 seconds. Score: portance to the public conscience
—a matter which, if it be not
to Fuegler, who is nailed in his Sewanee 6, Vanderbilt 5.
Vanderbilt kicks oft"45, Sim- conscientiously considered, will
tracks by Pearce. Vanderbilt
punts 25, after one futile attempt kins runs her back 25, and then react upon the scholastic life of
to gain, and "Ditty" returns 15. punts 40. Vandy makes 3 on a the entire student body.
A survey of the methods of
"Warbler" only gets -J- yard on right quick opening and waltzes
quarterback trick, and "Ditty" through right tackle for 30. the leading American and Gerpunts 30. Vanderbilt p u n t s Quick opening and tackle plays man and English universities reback for 40, returned 15 by net them some 10 yards, and veals conclusively the fact that
"Ditty." Seibels tries a quick then Sewanee holds them on medi;cvalism is rapidly passing,
opening in vain, and then Kirbv- downs. Kilpatrick gains a yard and a well defined modernism is
Education,
Smith get;; 4 around tackle. The on a quick opening. A mass on taking its place.
right
tackle
yields
5,
and
one
on
like
life,
is
changing.
And the
next play yields no additional
territory, and we punt for 20. left 1 A. Wilson covers 30 yards union between education and
Ends, as usual, downs the re- around right end, and Seibels life is becoming more real and
ceiver in his tracks. On the makes a left end run for 25. A necessary.
The demands of education upnext play, Poole gets through mass on right tackle gains 6.
and throws the runner back for Simkins hits center for 1, Kil- on life, and of life upon educaa loss. Sewanee gets the ball patrick gets 3 more in another tion, have established a new baon foul interference, but proceeds mass on right and fails to regain sis upon which college training
to lose it on a fumble. In the required distance on next play, may rest—the basis of science.
next 5 plays Vanderbilt nets 25 and ball is Vandcrbilt's on This new principle, the outcome
not so much of a revolution as of
yards, and then fumbles the pig- downs.
skin. "Ditty kicks 35 yards and
They punt 35 yards and Se- a transformation, is the result of
the ends lay the catcher low. wanee punts back for 45. Van- \ the speculative ami of the*pracSewanee takes a brace and gets derbilt punts 25, and Simkins tical tendency of the age. Men
ball on downs. "Ditty" covers makes a fair catch oh Vander- must begin witli facia. It is an
12 yards around left end. Next bilt's 40-yard line. Kilpatrick elemental feature of rational
two plays through the line do no kicks a pretty goal. Score: Se- progress—and by rational progress is meant, in the best sense,
good, and Sewanee punts 10 wanee 11, Vanderbilt 5.
yards. Jenkins, Edgerton, and
Vanderbilt kicks off 45, Sim- simply education—that it must
Booth gain 20 yards, and Sewa- kins runs back 25. Seibels is be grounded on a clear knowlnee again takes a brace and also hurt, and Jess Suter takes his edge of facts, before any interthe ball on downs. "Ditty" gets place. Sewanee fails to gain pretation be made of those facts.
$ yard through tackle. Kirby- through the line, and Simkins The reason is not so much that
Smith fails to gain and we punt punts 35 yards. Jenkins goes the interpretation may frequently
35 yards. Vanderbilt fails to through right tackle for 30 yds, be wrong, as that knowledge,
gain through a pretty tackle of and a fumble gives ball to Se- impersonally acquired, is whethBlack's, and punts 40 yards. wanee. Simkins punts 25 yds, er, true or false, spurious knowlIt is the mechanical
Sewanee is soon forced to punt and Vanderbilt grits her teeth edge.
back 25. Vanderbilt loses ball for a second touchdown. In o ' knowledge of the wax cylinder

game by the narrowest of margins.
We won because Dame Fortune wielded her wand in our
favor, and because Vanderbilt
did not understand the art of
j kicking goals. But it was a victor}', and shall be so slated for
future generations to comment
on and present Sevvaneeites to
criticize.

on foul interference, and Seibels
kicks 25 yards, none of which is
recovered.
Vandebilt
rushes
ball through lirie, chiefly by
tackle round tackle plays, and
when time is called, the pigskin
rests on Sewanee's 35-yard line.
Score: Vanderbilt 5, Sewanee o.
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of a graphophone, never the organic truili, which makes or
transforms character.
Obviously, the clear demand
of the undergraduate course is
for science—the knowledge of
the facts which underlie the universe, and especially of those
facts which underlie its material
structure, and which can be
therefore more surely ascertained.
Side by side with this scientific basis should be the study of
philosophy and of literature—
the former operating from the
head, the latter from the heart.
But neither philosophy nor literature can precede science, any
more than reason can precede a
real existence or love its object;
any more, in other words, than
theory can precede fact. Ytt
the seeming aim of the University for the entire half century of
its establishment has been to
teach first literature and philosophy—much of the literature a
dry, second-hand criticism of
the letter of the classics, much
of the philosophy the mechanical, verbal formulas, which have
never risen upward to the realm
of the spirit—and then, after the
time has been well-nigh exhausted, to venture upon a brief
summary of that vast world of
facts upon which literature and
philosophy are based. Theory
before fact has been the canon
of scholastic life. The student
receives theories of things whose
existence he has no means of
knowing. The result is a total
lack of original power. In cases
where afterwards the fact has
been found to differ with the
well-conned theory, the outcome
has been agnosticism,or—what is
nfinitely worse—the deliberate
will to avoid tacts, issuing in a
narrow dogmatism.
Professor Huxley and his coworkers must have recognized
this result when they waged
their great war for the introduction of scientific training into
the public schools. They must
have seen, too, the converse
truth thai the mind, which receives truly and al first hand the
grand heritage of present day
knowledge, as such, and without
concealment, without seeking to
bury it under the overpressure
of an Ezekiel's vision of classicism, must gain as well, when
the intellectual faculties of reason (in philosophy) and the
emotional faculties of the heart
(in literature, especially in poetry) are exercised, a tremendous
uplift in creative power, which,
afterwards applied to the manifold problems of modern life,
can be made the means of permanently useful work.
Afttr
all, this is what education seeks
to give, an endowment for the
actual needs of life, the broad
vision with which to see clearly
into the meaning and scope of
the problems presented, and a
willing hand with which to work
out their solution.
Mature experience has shown
thai this broad vision ami willing hand, by whatever other
(Continued on 4th page.)
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THE
contract for no reasons at all ex! cept fear of defeat, is against all
I principles of inter-collegiate etiPUBLISHED WEEKLY BY
quette and should not be tolerj
atcd.
Every contract should be
TUB SEWANEE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
j drawn up with a clause referring
to the forfeiture of a specified
Subscription, $1.00 per term, in advance
sum in default of a game. This
would insure some sort of cerBOARD OF EDITORS.
tainty about the schedules and
W. H. POOLE, (Maryland)
Editor-in- managers would be saved the
Chief.
trouble of having to arrange
W. E. Cox, (North Carolina) and B. B.
games at the last moment, and in
HOGUE, (Alabama) Managing Edcase of his not being able to do
itor?,.
H. W. JERVEY, (South Carolina) Atli this, the teams are left without
the practice games that figure so
letic Editor.
B. R. SHAFFER, Louisiana.
largely in a season's success.
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Business Manager at once of non-delivery of paper.
To insure publication all communica
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The Lament of the Lounge.
Cast out in St. Luke's back yard,
My well-rounded legs all bare,
I cry for the voice of the bard,
In this eager, nipping air.

((astner ^Tett

goods (T

207, 20!) and 211, North Summer Street,

With the stuffing all knocked out,
And alone, alas! all alone,
I sigh for the Chelidon's shout,
And the Starr(y) hours that are gone.

ASHVILLE, TENN.
D E A L E R S IN

A smoker was that young man,
That stretched his great length on me,
Hot tears from his red eyes ran ;
I smoked much harder than he.
They tried to drown'me outright,
Water stood around me in Pool(e)s j
They quenched the flame, and my light
Went out to tune of the schools.
They Marshall(ed) their forces galore,
They crept through the murky air,
Seized me behind and before;
Smoking, 1 went down the stair.

Carpets, Rugs, Mattings, China and Glassware, Books,
Shoes, and Boys' Clothing.

Men's

Furnishings a Specialty.

I.\ days gone by there was an The room beneath was a sight,
Sewanee students requested to make our store headDripping witli tears from o'erhead,
organization on the Mountain
quarters while in the city.
Studded with vessels in Wlyte,
which had as its aim and object
'Mid busts of the honored dead.
JSP Freight and Express eharges paid on all orders for $5.00
the care of the buildings of the
Strange things I have seen and known, from Sewanee.
Universit\ with regard to deIn that jolly Theologues' den.
Where Deltas have come and gone,
facement of walls and mutilation
And boys have grown into men.
of furniture. No one knew who
Full
many a stalwart frame,
were the members of this society,
PATRONAGE OF VISITORS
Has lain on my welcome breast,
ESPECIALLY SOLICITED
but those who were guilty of a
And ofttimes a fairy-like name,
violation of its rules felt its presBeen whispered at Love's behest.
Perfect Work, Purest Water, Best Machinery,
ence and rendered to it their acBut now all is over and gone,
Prompt Delivery, Latest Improvements, Docounts.
Recently there seems
My epitaph soon will be writ,
mestic or Gloss Finish.
The
swallows
will
still
twitter
on,
to be a need for the restoration
And weave and twine it with wit.
of just such a body, as we see that
Farewell, sweet Manigault pile,
some thoughtless students think
Drear earth is my pillow cold,
In their Xew Quarters, 404 Union St.,
it patriotic and glorious to em- My "passing" provokes but a smile—
Beware the "flanies'^you enfold I
blazon upon the buildings, and
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE,
especially upon the Hoffman, the
football scores of different games.
Fire at St. Luke's.
Are better prepared than ever to fill your orders, by
Enthusiasm is to be commended
mail or otherwise, for
The occupants of St. Luke's
most highly so long as the exHall were considerably excited
pressions of it are confined to lelast Thursday, over what came
CUT GLASS, SILVER, FANCY GOODS,
gitimate fields, but when men
near being a serious accident.
make their jubilant celebrations
One of the students accidentally
an excuse foi the willful
set fire to the fringe on his
OPTICAL GOODS AND FINEST STATIONERY.
and needless destruction or delounge and the flames spread j
y p Society and Class Pins made to order. Designs
facement of public property, they
furnished upon application.
rapidly, burning the lounge beshould be just as severely conIW Fine Watches, and Jewelry repaired and warranted.
fore they could be extinguished.
demned. Another matter which
Address
B. H. Stief Jewelry Co., 404 Union St.
Not considering the damage
should be guarded against is the
rjgr"
Visitors
welcome.
NASHVILLE, TEN>\
done to the rest of the room, the
reckless use of the pocketknife
student himself had a narrow
when the material used for carvescape. When the fire occurred
ing purposes belongs to the Unihe was lying on the lounge
versity. Wood carving is not
wrapped in a light, inflammable
down in the catalogue, but one
study gown, and the wonder is
would think that more students
that he was not severely burned.
were interested in it than in anyWINCHESTER, TENNESSEE.
This little accident should
thing else. Let this destruction
serve as a warning to all. The
cease, and it will improve the
greatest care should be taken Paid in Capital, $60,000.00.
looks of things.
with the fires. One never knows Surplus, $17,000.00.
when the coal is going to roll
out of the grate and fire the rugs
W E wish to express our apprenear by, and they should never
ciation to the students of the
be left without something to proUniversity of Nashville for the
tect them. A blower set before
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TEANSACTED.
delightful theatre party that was
the fire or some other precaution
given the team after the recent
Safety Boxes for Rent.
is a necessity. Smokers, too,
game played there. These courshould exercise extreme care WE RESPECTFULLY SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE.
tesies go far towards furthering
with their luxurious pipes, for it
the friendly
relations which
T. A. E H M I E T , Vice-PrcM.
F . A. P A T T I E , Cashier
was from a pipe that the St. J. M. DOXALHSUS, Prcst.
ought to exist between all the
Luke's fire originated. These
universities of the South, and
beautiful halls mean too much to KODAKS-PHOTOSUPPLIES.
we hope that we may have an
the University to be destroyed
,BURY & FINNEY
opportunity of reciprocating at
R. C. DeSAUSSURE,
by miserable carelessness.
(Established 1882.)
some early date.
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IN dealing with the football
teams which make engagements
for games on the mountain and
bind them with signed contracts,
some inconsistencies transpire
which must not be withheld from
publication. During the earlier
part of the season, the manager
of the Center College team made
an ?greement with our manager
which bound the gentleman from
Kentucky to bring his men here
on the eleventh of November.
All ran smoothly for a while.
Center won from Vanderbilt and
divided honors evenly with Central and no word came with regard to the cancelling of her date
with us. In the meanwhile we
met North Carolina and the score
stood even. The report of the
game reached Kentucky and a
telegram came from the Center
manager that would have brought
tears to the eyes of a "Med" and
caused an exodus of the whole
department to the scene of sorrow, had they read the contents
of it. "Impossible to play ; legs
Atlanta, Georgia.
and arms broken," it said. But
NasliYille, Temi.
The
Tar
Heel
describes
a
the intensity of our sympathy was
StcrcopticcnA.
SEVERAL nights ago the occu- scene last week which is familiar
Stocks. Bonds.
somewhat lessened when we read
| pants of Tremlett were startled to us now. When their team
in the Nftshville papers, which reby a cry of fire and when they returned from the west, on which
Real Estate Loans.
corded the games of the canhurried out they found that they they made a splendid record,
W. J. PRINCE
celled date, that our friends from
had been deceived by some prac- they were met by an enthusiastic is the Sewanee agent for the undertaking Insurance Policies Bought.
Center had, with broken arms
of Anderton & Taylor,
tical jokers. Now there are crowd at the station and, after establishment
Winchester, Tenn. All orders promptly
and legs, defeated Kentucky
many cases where practical i supper, bonfires, speeches and ttended to.
State College by a score of i i-o.
joking is harmless but this is 'yells told the team of the heart}7
What grit! What superb endurnot one, for fire is loo serious a support they were given.
ance to play a game under such
thing to be made the subject of !
conditions, and win it, too ! But,
hoaxing, and the cry should never
Yale is rapidly substituting
if Kentucky State, why not Sebe uttered unless true, as many
lighter and faster men for the
wanee? Was it that our grounds
false cries would, perhaps, cause !
bulk}' back field, which has
were too hard for the wounded
a true one to go unheeded.
proven to be too slow. In the
heroes? Was it that the trip
games
against the Carlisle Inwould have caused a derangement of the team's nervous sysW E have just received from I dians, Fincher and Dupre proved
tem and thus impeded their re- the Virginia Polytechnic Insti- ; that the change was a good one.
covery? Or, was it that we tute a copy of their magazine, i
MADE TO ORDER.
FIT G U A R A N T E E D .
played North Carolina to a stand- The Gray 'Jacket. It is a very
The Red and Black describes
Fish Shirt Factory, 230 and 232 North Summer St.
still? There may be circum- creditable publication of a hun- Clemson as having the fastest
stances which justify the cancel- dred pages and both in form and team in the South and regrets |
ling of a date, but they are few, matter is abreast with the best they will not meet Virginia and
be had at moderate prices at FISH & WEIL'S. Clothing, Shirts and Underand the deliberate violation of a we have seen.
Sewanee.
ear. Nashville, Tenn.

ii\eFiester.
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Swell Furnishing Goods

Marks Arnheim, New York.
Kahn Bros., Louisville.

COX & CHEATHAM, Agents, St. Luke's,
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ke Grearri, Sherbet, Gaudies,
All Orders Given Prompt Attention.

Mr. Albe and Drs. Hayes and
Foster went on a hunting trip to
Altamont last Tuesday, and reMrs. Joseph Thompson, after
turned Saturday, after shooting
spending ;i few days on theat all the game in the vicinity.
Mountain, returned to her home
T. T. Parker, of the Medical
in Atlanta, Sunday morning.
Department, left for Meadons,
The engagement of Miss Bland Texas, Thursday afternoon.
Nelson to Dr. Thompson, of
Mrs. Wiggins gave a delightTate's Springs, lias been anful dinner in honor of Mrs. Millnounced. The marriage will
iard last Wednesday evening.
take place on the 6th of DecemThe Rev. Richard Ilogue and
ber at St. Augustine's Chapel.
bride were in Nashville at the
Misses Josephine and Eliza- Vanderbilt game, being en route
beth Kirby-Smith and Eph. Kir- for their home in Sheffield, Ala.,
bv-Smith went to Cowan Sunday a parish which Mr. Ilogue has
morning and returned with the accepted temporarily.
team.
Mrs.
Henneman entertained
Grant Alexander was initiated Thursday evening in honor of
into the mysteries of Kappa Al- her mother.
pha, Monday night, and Hannum
F. Nesbit, after attending a
had the same experience with
series
of lectures in the Medical
Alpha Tau Omega on Tuesday.
Department, left for his home in
Misses Estelle and Vardrine Gubertown, Ark., last week.
McBee, after spending the sumMiss Milhado entertained the
mer with their aunt, Mrs. Guerry,
team at her home Monday evenleft for North Carolina, Monday.
ing.
S. Moylan Bird went to Cow- W. II. Boykin, representing
an on business of a personal na- the Norfolk and Western Railture last Monday afternoon.
road, spent Wednesday in SePersonals and Locals.

referencs to the Medical Department. Mr. Mitchell led, and
Mr. Poole followed. The society as a whole took an active
interest in the discussion, and
many good suggestions \Vere
made as to the causes of the
seeming estrangement between
the Medical and the other departments, and the best methods
of remedying this estrangement.
There was a general expression
of good feeling on the part of
the Theologues toward the Medical Department, and we believe
much good will come from the
meeting.
The society was glad to have
the Rev. Mr. Claiborne present,
and it enjoyed a most excellent
talk from him.
-^e<»-

Yale faculty has voted to allow the University Glee and
Banjo Club to take the longest
trip in the history of American
colleges. They are to go across
the continent during the Christmas holidays, singing at Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
They will be the first eastern
college musical organization to
touch the Pacific coast.
Princeton has begun cross
country work in preparation for
the intercollegiate meet. Harvard will also hold cross country
runs from now on.
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McVniOH HARRISON, Editor-in-Chief.

WALTER MITCHELL, 'Business Man,
<*ger.

CAP AND GOWN, 'oo.
Annual of The University of the South.

The seventh volume of CAP AND GOWN is now in process of composition. It will be published by the fraternities and dedicated to B. L. Wiggins.
M.A., LL.D., Vice-Chancellor of the University, and Rev. W. P. DuBose,
M.A., S.T.D., Dean of the Theological Department.
The book will be a complete record of all departments since the publication of the last Annual. It will be particularly valuable to all the friends of
the University, since it will depict Sewanee in her transition from the old to
new conditions and will be a history of her two most prosperous years.
Among the contributors will be Rt. Rev. Thomas F. Gailor, S.T.D., Miss
Sarah Barnweil Elliott, W. P. Trent, M.A., LL.D., Rev. Greenough White,
M.A., B.D., Rev. Norman Guthrie, M.A., Rev. Louis Tucker, M.A., and Mr.
Madison Cawein.
On the art staff there will be such well known artists as F. R. Kimbrough,
J. M. Flagg, Francis Wilson, Huger Elliott, R. G. Kirby and Will Clarke, besides others of lesser fame.
Everything in the book from cover to cover will be entirely new. There
will be illustrations in abundance, and plenty of good verse and clever stories.
Every effort is being made to surpass all previous volumes.
To advertisers exceptional inducements are offered. Aside from the advantage of advertising in a first-class publication, the circulation of this year's
Annual will be unusually large among alumni of the University throughout
the Union and abroad.
The rate of advertising will be twenty-five dollars for full page, fifteen
for half-page, and ten for quarter-page.
A copy of the Annual will be sent to every advertiser.
The price of subscription is $1.50. The publication will be conducted on
a strictly business basis, and the number published will be determined by the
number subscribed for. Subscriptions should be sent in at once.
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The fifth meet of the Intercollegiate Gun Club was won by
Yale last Saturday. Yale, Harvard, Princeton and Pennsylvania were represented.
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